Repair of juxtarenal para-anastomotic aortic aneurysms after previous open repair with fenestrated and branched endovascular stent grafts
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Three patients with juxtarenal para-anastomotic aortic aneurysms after previous open abdominal aortic aneurysm repair were treated with custom-designed fenestrated and branched Zenith endovascular stent grafts. Six renal arteries and two superior mesenteric arteries were targeted for incorporation by graft fenestrations and branches. The fenestration/renal ostium interface was secured with balloon-expandable Genesis stents (n = 5) or Jostent stent grafts (n = 1). Completion angiography demonstrated no endoleaks and antegrade perfusion in all target vessels. During follow-up, one patient developed asymptomatic renal artery occlusion and underwent further endovascular intervention for type I distal endoleak. Computed tomography at 12 months demonstrated complete aneurysm exclusion in all patients with antegrade perfusion in the remaining target vessels. Fenestrated and branched endovascular stent grafts may be an acceptable alternative to conventional open repair in this group of patients. (J Vasc Surg 2005;42:997-1001.)

Para-anastomotic aneurysm (PAAs) formation is a relatively uncommon complication of open surgical repair of infrarenal abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs). Conventional surgical repair of these lesions, particularly those involving the proximal abdominal aorta, may be technically demanding and is associated with considerable morbidity and mortality. By contrast, endovascular repair of aortic PAA is associated with minimal morbidity and mortality and excellent medium-term results in selected patients. However, some patients with proximal aortic PAA and short, wide, or poor-quality proximal aortic necks may not be candidates for endovascular repair with noncustomized commercially available devices. Graft fenestration techniques have been used successfully in the endovascular management of patients with juxtarenal AAA. We report three patients with juxtarenal PAA who were treated successfully with custom-designed fenestrated and branched endovascular stent grafts (EVSGs) incorporating the superior mesenteric (SMA) and renal arteries.

CASE REPORT

Patients. Between September 2002 and March 2003, three patients underwent endovascular repair of juxtarenal PAA under the care of J.L.A. No patient had any evidence of sepsis or graft infection. Informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Aneurysm assessment, graft design, and implantation technique. Aneurysm morphology was assessed by spiral computed tomographic angiography (CTA) from the mid thoracic aorta to the common femoral arteries (CFAs). Axial images were reconstructed at 1-mm intervals throughout the visceral segment of the abdominal aorta. Transfemoral digital subtraction angiography (DSA) with a calibrated catheter was also performed.

All procedures were performed with patients under general anesthesia in a dedicated angiography suite by using high-resolution imaging (Advantx; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis). N-Acetylcysteine and a perioperative aminophylline infusion were used for renal protection. Custom-designed Zenith endoluminal prostheses were used in all patients (William A. Cook Australia Pty Ltd, Brisbane, Australia). Details of graft design and the implantation technique have been described previously.

Some minor refinements in graft design and endovascular technique have occurred since the original article. A tubular component with graft fenestrations or branches for the target vessels was designed for deployment within the visceral segment of the aorta. A bifurcated system similar to the commercially available Zenith EVSG, but without the bare metal stents for suprarenal fixation, was then deployed within the fenestrated EVSG to complete the repair. The fenestration/renal ostium interface was secured with (1) a balloon-expandable Genesis stent (Cordis Corporation, Miami Lakes, Florida, USA) or a Palmaz stent if there was good contact between the vessel wall and the fenestration or with (2) a Jostent stent graft (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, Illinois, USA) if there was no contact or if laminated intraluminal thrombus was present. These stents were deployed and flared as previously described.

Case 1. A 73-year-old man presented with back pain 12 months after open repair of a ruptured infrarenal AAA with an aortobi-iliac graft. The patient was hemodynamically stable and had no clinical or hematologic evidence of graft infection.
bidity consisted of controlled hypertension (HT), and the patient was assessed as American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) grade II. CTA demonstrated an intact 50-mm-diameter pseudoaneurysm of the juxtarenal aorta with no infrarenal aortic neck (Fig 1A).

Both CFAs were exposed surgically. A tubular EVSG module with two fenestrations to accommodate the SMA and right renal artery and a short branch for the left renal artery (Fig 2) was delivered through the right CFA. The graft was deployed in a satisfactory position (Fig 1B and C), and the interface between the graft fenestration and the right renal artery orifice was secured with a 6-mm-diameter Genesis stent. The interface between the branch and the left renal artery orifice was secured with a 6-mm-diameter Jostent stent graft. The procedure was completed by deployment of the bifurcated components from within the fenestrated component to the common iliac arteries bilaterally. Completion angiography demonstrated no endoleak and antegrade perfusion of the SMA and both renal arteries (Fig 1C). The patient had an uncomplicated recovery and was discharged home on the second postoperative day. CTA at 24 months demonstrated complete aneurysm exclusion with three patent target vessels (Fig 3).

Fig 1. Intraoperative imaging in patient 1.
Case 2. A 74-year-old man presented with an asymptomatic 53-mm-diameter juxtarenal PAA 10 years after open repair of ruptured infrarenal AAA with an aortoaoiric graft. Comorbidity consisted of controlled HT, ischemic heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and previous coronary artery bypass grafting. The patient was assessed as ASA grade III. CTA and DSA demonstrated a conical-shaped infrarenal aortic neck increasing from 20 mm immediately below the lowest renal artery to 25 mm over 10 mm.

The right CFA was exposed surgically, and a percutaneous approach was used to the left CFA. A tubular EVSG module with three fenestrations to accommodate the SMA and both renal arteries was delivered through the right CFA (Fig 2). The graft was deployed in a satisfactory position, and the interface between the graft fenestrations and the renal artery orifices was secured with 6-mm-diameter Genesis stents. The fenestrated module did not seal within the previous surgical graft. Although preoperative planning had intended for a bifurcated module to be implanted to complete the procedure, it was decided to deploy a 22-mm-diameter straight stent graft to bridge the gap between the fenestrated component and the original aortoaoiric graft. Completion angiography demonstrated no endoleak and antegrade perfusion of the SMA and both renal arteries. The patient had an uncomplicated recovery and was discharged home on the second postoperative day.

CTA at 1 month demonstrated complete aneurysm exclusion with three patent target vessels. At a routine 6-month postoperative review, the patient was asymptomatic, but serum creatinine had increased from 100 to 170 µmol/L. CTA demonstrated occlusion of the left renal artery. At 8 months after the operation, the patient was admitted to hospital with abdominal pain, and CTA demonstrated a type I distal endoleak and re-expansion of the PAA. The endoleak was sealed by implanting a bifurcated Zenith system within the fenestrated component. Kinking of the right graft limb was corrected with a 12-mm Genesis stent. The contralateral short limb failed to open and could not be catheterized. The left common iliac artery was occluded by coil embolization, and a right-to-left femorofemoral crossover graft was inserted. The patient had an uncomplicated recovery and was discharged on the fifth postoperative day. CTA at 12 months after graft revision demonstrated complete aneurysm exclusion with antegrade perfusion in the SMA and right renal artery. The patient has remained asymptomatic with stable serum creatinine during follow-up.

Case 3. A 68-year-old man presented with an asymptomatic 42-mm-diameter juxtarenal PAA 10 years after open AAA repair with an aortoaoiric graft. Comorbidity consisted of controlled HT, previous myocardial infarction, and previous coronary artery bypass grafting. The patient was assessed as ASA grade III. CTA and DSA demonstrated a saccular 42-mm PAA with an aortic diameter of 35 mm immediately below the level of the lowest renal artery.

The right CFA was exposed surgically, and a percutaneous approach was used to the left CFA. A tubular EVSG module with two fenestrations to accommodate both renal arteries was deliv-
pered through the right CFA (Fig 2). The graft was deployed in a satisfactory position, and the interface between the graft fenestrations and the renal artery orifices was secured with 6-mm-diameter Genesis stents. The procedure was completed by deployment of the bifurcated components from within the fenestrated component to the common iliac arteries bilaterally. Kinking of the right graft limb was corrected with a 12-mm Genesis stent. Completion angiography demonstrated no endoleak and antegrade perfusion of the SMA and both renal arteries. The patient had an uncompli-
cated recovery and was discharged home on the second postoperative day. CTA at 12 months demonstrated complete aneurysm exclusion with three patent target vessels.

DISCUSSION

Surgical repair of juxtarenal PAA is a technically demanding procedure, and the physiological insult to the patient is considerable. The increased blood loss and transfusion requirement associated with surgical dissection in a previously operated field and the increased ischemic insult associated with suprarenal or supraceliac aortic clamping result in increased morbidity and mortality compared with elective infra-renal or juxtarenal AAA repair. Endovascular repair seems to be an attractive alternative to surgical repair in this difficult clinical situation. Careful review of the literature, however, reveals many individual case reports but few series of patients undergoing endovascular repair of the proximal abdominal aortic PAA. Morrisey et al and Van Herwaarden et al successfully treated seven and four patients, respectively, with no perioperative mortality, whereas Liewald et al treated four patients with a perioperative mortality rate of 50%. In these studies, PAA with short proximal neck lengths were treated with commercially available stent grafts with transrenal fixation, but such an approach is limited by the need for sufficient length and quality of infrarenal aortic neck to provide a secure proximal seal. If there is little or no infrarenal aortic neck, then fenestrated endovascular repair is the only alternative to conservative management or open surgical repair. We and others have previously demonstrated that endovascular repair with custom-designed fenestrated EVSGs is an acceptable alternative to surgical repair in selected patients with juxtarenal AAA. Relative anatomic limitations to this technique include severe proximal neck angulation, large-diameter suprarenal aorta, and small-diameter, calcified, and excessively tortuous iliac arteries. Specific complications include target vessel occlusion and type III endoleak at the modular joint. Although the implantation technique required to repair juxtarenal PAA is identical to that for primary juxtarenal AAA, graft maneuverability within an aortic prosthesis is inferior, and this has the potential to cause difficulties with graft alignment and deployment. Factors that contribute to this inferior maneuverability include the relatively small luminal diameter of the surgical graft, oversizing of the EVSG to seal within the suprarenal aorta, and frictional forces between the outer surface of the EVSG and the inner surface of the surgical graft. Although there were no design modifications to the grafts implanted in this study, the recent introduction of fenestrated EVSGs with double diameter-reducing restraining ties may improve maneuverability in these difficult cases.

The second patient presented at 6 months with an asymptomatic renal artery occlusion and subsequently developed a type I distal endoleak. There are several possible explanations for the loss of renal arteries after fenestrated stent grafting, including longitudinal graft migration and torque, hypotension, and neointimal hyperplasia. There was no evidence of technical error at graft implantation, CTA at 1 month was satisfactory, and CTA at 6 months and subsequent intraprocedural imaging during revisional surgery for endoleak did not demonstrate stent deformity. It is possible, therefore, that the renal artery occlusion in patient 2 occurred secondary to neointimal hyperplasia. The distal type I endoleak in this patient was not a consequence of a planning error or a graft design fault. The graft had been planned as a fenestrated module and a bifurcated module, but a decision was made to complete the procedure with a distal aortic extension cuff. Although a recent report demonstrated insecure distal fixation that resulted in type I endoleak between the EVSG and the previous aortic graft in two patients with proximal PAA treated with a tube graft, the senior author has successfully implanted longer fenestrated modules within previous surgical grafts as part of more complex endovascular reconstructions, without complications. It is possible, however, that the graft
configuration of a short fenestrated module with a distal extension cuff may be susceptible to type I distal endoleak. To date, there have been no complications during early follow-up in the two patients who underwent repair with a bifurcated stent graft.

In conclusion, this article describes the use of fenestrated and branched EVSGs as a salvage procedure in patients with juxtarenal PAAs after previous open AAA repair. The procedure can be performed with no perioperative mortality and minimal morbidity and requires only a short hospital stay. This technology has the potential to replace surgical repair in this difficult clinical situation.
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